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Intel® Technology Provider is a global channel programme for 
businesses that build, resell or recommend Intel-based technology.  
Our partners win more business, earn as they spend and stay at the 
forefront of innovation. Join to receive exclusive benefits designed  
for every channel business.

The Channel Programme for You

Internet of Things - Specialty Benefits
Partners who sell Internet of Things (IoT) solutions can qualify for Intel® Technology 
Provider’s IoT Specialty Benefits. Take advantage of Intel’s wealth of information and 
vast network of edge-to-cloud solution providers. These solutions and tools can lower 
the overall time to market while also giving you a competitive advantage in the 
fragmented and complex IoT market. Whether you are looking to expand your current 
business into IoT or you are an IoT veteran, you’ll find the resources you need to 
connect, innovate and scale in IoT.

“ ”
Working with Intel is great, yes, love the benefits that the 
ITP programme offers me, being a member helps me 
generate more revenue and gives me the competitive edge.

Si Computer S.p.A, Italy. Platinum Partner, 2015

Intel® Technology Provider Benefits
As an Intel® Technology Provider partner you will benefit from:

Solutions Directory  
A one stop shop for IoT solutions with industry-leading solutions featuring the  
latest technology.

Comprehensive IoT training 
Partners can access quarterly webinars, online training modules and a variety  
of events to get up to speed on the latest Intel technology-based solutions that  
power the IoT transformation.

The ability to earn and spend Intel® Technology Provider points* 
IoT-related earning opportunities are subject to availability.

High quality IoT sales tools 
A series of solution and vertical market-specific selling tool kits to help you grow  
and expand your IoT expertise.

IoT marketing materials 
Ready-to-use collateral such as customer brochures, presentations and email  
marketing templates to help you accelerate your IoT marketing efforts.

*Points spend benefit available for Gold tier or above



IOT SPECIALTY BENEFITS
Once you’re an Intel® Technology Provider partner you can maximize your benefits by 
qualifying for IoT Specialty Benefits! These include:

How Do I Qualify?
Once you’ve joined Intel® Technology Provider, to qualify for the IoT Specialty and 
unlock extra benefits you need to:

• Reach Gold or Platinum membership status
•  Create a company profile or publish an Intel-architecture solution, service or case study 

on Solutions Directory
•  Complete 25+ credits on IoT courses OR face to face IoT specific training*

Find out more at intel.com/iotbenefits

Exclusive Communications for IoT Specialists
Stay informed with updates on the latest IoT technologies and receive 
special resources to give you the competitive edge with your customers.

Unlock Exclusive Analyst Studies
Help customers prepare for the future in the ever-evolving IoT market 
with access to exclusive analyst studies that detail market trends and 
upcoming technology. 

Solutions Directory 
Intel campaigns drive traffic to the directory to give IoT Specialists 
higher visibility to customers.

IoT Specialist Designation
Promote your expertise to new and existing customers, with your 
official recognition as an Intel IoT Specialist. 

Embedded Innovator Magazine
Showcase your expertise. Embedded Innovator Magazine gives you the 
opportunity to advertise solutions as well as publish case studies and 
articles, helping you reach an audience of system integrators, engineers, 
resellers and customers.

IoT Expert Level Training
Expand your knowledge with exclusive training only offered to qualified 
IoT Specialists.

*subject to availability
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